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fjjfr (The Logos Musician)
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4. ^3 ^TJ ^5oTT3 tft 1*13 »re ! CThou Art

Come ! O Dear !)
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PROLOGUE

ALPHABET. ALMIGHTY!GURMUKH

I

ALL IN A NUT SHELL !! gigwfl !!!

as Rafts>golden to Infinity !

O Alphabet-almighty, the mightiest Word of God,
Like the Manna thou dost come to souls parched 1

A lik, a rhythum, an urge that is divine,

,
t

sweetest abstracr of sc
' pouT out the ambrosial Water,

O sacred-Script, O ed GURMUKHI,

Each letter of thine is a golden Visjon, a Peep,

Piercing the forms, taking us into the Infinite Deep I

This is the test, yea acid test, sure and sublime:-

"t)oes this or that script pierce Veil of Time V
Each letter, each word, is an hieroglyph of old,

Hiding Reality, which it must also unfold !

The thinner this veil, the higher ihe glow,

Which irradiates light from the depths below-

The darker the veil, the further is the word,



O Radiant ONKAR &with thy ever-open golden

From Thee, flow the graded sounds: five and thirty

Which descend in Sound-Terraces, &. tones so plenty !

Simplest, sweetest* subtlest of all alphabets Thou,
With measored cups, thou dost feed usO Heavenly Cowj

As we descend from A to Z, from top to bottom,
We feel as if we glide into hell and are in a chasm !

Thus overwhelmed, we return to thee' O ONKAR,
The Creator of sounds, and of all worlds, near and far.

We come back to heights, with liquid vowel sounds,

There to rest and to enjoy Eternal Merry-go-rounds !•

Thus step by step, do we rise to thee, in joy,

we do

Then, ail is well, when we see the AKAL face to face i

O Heavenly Gurmukhi thou dost win in this Race !

Thy thirty five letters, dipped in Molten Gold,

Come Minerva-like, from blessed Nanak of old !

Like a clusters of fire flies; the Pleiades of Heaven,
They come to us as Golden Baskets, in number Seven

O Alphabet-almighty, thou art veriiy the Master-key,

Unlocking unto us SACHKHAND and Eternal Glee-

All hail, all hail unto Thee, to Heavenly Gurmukhi!
The holiest, highest' sweetest Script of Infinity !!



W if

3a» oil in i5ii ifl h ? § mm ^

§ §U B^T 3 fezjtf WCT ^ ill feg WEJ i

3£ QEH K&ll §13*5 i*H3 325 ^
§ Htf *p% mwvTi fl'l us-

3te^<fluufeo? ^TR3^ f^3 ^313 ^1

ft xaio^ otait ^ I ^ fee? fes?

3^ ^RW' € b73$ Ui I fen

fen n^gii^ w^frei via wi^tfl 4qfe' § ul

vuh $ cfaft titel i feu ira ^§ *p§



(Half-Concel
j
and half-roveal) %

wafm feg fiia 'uaH-wre' ^faara

fee 18

aa fea ' wraa w§ fifaaja tfl<e> 3sl

ife rfi*i w% 0*31 nfaa fas a w| a»*

^js1
Si yas wari! sn% as 1 few

ig aa ware a',

€i.yae b1h

as, >fo vrih W3a as; i fn ara§

§a
1

yal as 1 fea ffc\A snal fsul sis



(*0
i ii |gf

|, feffa if fenlw fro

€l ?»f % 3 fea fes ipi i ta$fP fen % ffs

*&uh-^ w fyfem^mw i fen s^t

w forfo ^^^^ i fera «Sj|

fc$ # pl f rag 1 1^ V I

1-Cf, Prof. Gilbert Murray. Five stages of
Greek Religion page 166. Thinker's Library No. 52.

2-If all human language is, as most of these
Thinkers believed, a divine institution, a cup filled

to the brim with divine meaning, so that by reflec-

ting deeply upon a word a pious philosopher can
reach the secret it holds, then the Gods who made
all these languages equally could use them all, and
wind them intricately in and out, for the building
up of their divine regime is one. A bye product
of the same activity is the mystic treatment of



wjh w 's^h' rf3-?rH t, 3 $va! to!^ w.

NAM OR THE DIVINE WORD(DHUNl)j



(13)

(9) u^-©zj art i $ 33* ©5,

M ftre$ 3
1

§5,

(8) fofl-fo 3* |
4i

ei wraps few swa* 35* fo?q§ w% xfei

facj i i m fea fs flTuel 1; fstf
1

? Ijgi

S^V W3l fe3KS f W3l JWH ^
(Subtlest Sound)

|^ fgg sgj

§ feeHR Mite

^S1

35' ^5 §33^ US, 31 fo? ?5* fe3

©143 ^35 f# 35 I

©si fe^.ire (© vw mm 35 3 (o? m i
^ 0^331 ^1 fo?q§

S I fefl 3
s

5tf3
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)

ffe flu) y fsas a as ?s «W I sanl I,

)i a, fi?a §s ?>,

f3WS (Current Psychology.) §' jqyjg^ fj fg §H

aas § 3bs uo?h fefoai i' as5 ?s

i| 3i fa as
8 §ua i fen f?a as!

iaa saV fa yis w?m fee

as, via 3' fnas us'a a 3 hh

aa^ as §

fe9 a?i?1i5a1 (Larynx) U4S€l a I3'3

Ms fes m0 aigs
Vi

1^ ?^saT
ftfei fa m^fl Hal ^ feu a i §'? fsa~ a fa

gtJH €' %H Wgi HSiqrg tfli ?>ia| ^8' aaa

sa% si al ares 9 algsl a, mr 'sRH.^wa'

a, it A3 aaH w fsp §aei a; §a ya'S'

(Heart) nHg^ fl?5, fea fea f65 J?, WS US

«i U area w& fewai (Brain> ii 1 ©ua faqa

fpI gi as a i fen f mn? a, fa ysl

?io?il§ fan fee 'uai as"' |sel erf

aisi a, rea wfaal us1 feww^ % faai fa



(9U)

feD feo? V(f3 % fflfl o?3§ flU^i

areg Hifua fee CW & vHwgi5 fo?q§ ifiil

U,feR^ ©J5^ ^HH fWa SHI fcTcJa

ST

few 33 § ifli 3j€W86ig ?B
fqws £B S

zft fBtlj feu gaa ^

^5 I # VjSH 3 B3^i fl fee]

ua^i mm$ i i ^Hfe fen ^ safest—

u 1 fm S
p
<re^ p CW fe^H wfew !>

@H§t fe<5i^3^ c€HH f|i# ?l, «i fa fes,

HP Si <tf saT few ^1 nnreus ffl3

S, 3^ # 3J*5o?i c??>, wife U51*

ire, § ^ph ©nasi ftwa (Pole
> 9* ad

t| feu # s#j feu 3s 31 qai fewai

^B fo?Q§ ^ I
Spirit is above towords head !



r*3

feg 111 WS f?533, § feg3 E f

35 | 3* I § <Ri8?> | f?53 fel]iS<S !

felons"! € cra^ 6 3331, $ qa3i ! § %3 i%

W3H-gm,§ u^-faWW ! § §€3 3 He
€i >fea! § *?53c?i3Jcfl forest 3

s

*reifocpa

!

h %3 MR H§3H ! § Mg^ 5§ K fe3

B'ofg ! fe^J U3l §a1o?1^3-»>i^,

§9 feo? fee?^ | WU ®foW1 3 ^ffoWl f

§ nwgi wra' ^3 So? s ^3' mn^
SPSS', K 3* 3' §W>1§

:

, W
1

!!



ra gra-wfl ?

B fefawtf ft

tft fH^T $W (God-Oriented) | , pjff

•
: . .

• ^
I

?s #1 # § 1 @n ^ftrara $

efa^" fen a*tH fen is § ^1 ^
fefl §M3 Ho1 £y 'tihftf f?3 i S3

S3 'mzV an ail tft f i



Um 30i?s! 6 i w*a> few ste

i 3? fen 3nwla % fui ^3-ua*t

ga« a i a>3l § 1 S'31 % Ml
%nptf i § 3t&5i,a" hos> ! fa*

h§ € nf35m Hi ^fasra",M §§ i fe3-

fsH 3R^Tg fea yas-uBtj ^ !

3l w3l
T33S ofl37 fdlWC 3, fe'O 3

3I3 S aa 35, 3^ i Sifl

a P3 ?s aa as \ m 3
s

ffl^a m (§

(a« 31 ui §) fs^'P a i s»3l ^5 fzrn fsa,

(seas 1?) a* fs^o a i i® 1 sap *

(251?^) a* fssn^ a, i gsl w si§Vf?a

VMS? q (3 95^5) a* 5>3-oW5l §3' 3 I

fan a3i fea (yssasH)

I WtftaS f3R 355 33 tW f%3

3<* fa 3 8 ? 3) a» wflaw *fe 3

1

feR %gi a* fe3 m sal's fH3^3
a aa as, xa? faH si a ofHs ©a

a, h

WW 3 fo^ViS 3, 3 fe§' =? os al %









fsB 33>^afl i»st ais feg gy a as} fea

PoVI t I feflSl H» Rig' JH^' *W>g W A3 ^
^Hfe-Fffife (Electric Power House)

ura g i fen 3* ws? ggw §3us

fs?wa1 fe3 ?q I i fen w& § sw-
ftscra ^ vr3H tj*ns' g feg frrag g~gg w ^
ggvi xidl vg?s ls ug tflss feg ^ fenr

figtg f%€ Mofg § $v&\% 3ta;£ glfeg |i
?i?5f igl his gwg *vj-a3 €i ggl g; va-fte ftl

fg' ^ fsfl fe^n 3} feg wfaw n1

fv3g OTS, fell ^F)§ ^5T g^, tfio!5f



m S3 fj-;

^ feH <5fu§m §
s muw

™ —
' fo?©Ts? ?{to?^ PjigW wjigr<j-

ttflstf feo? ntf § us, via itf-

flBBHm US, #§t si *W3W' 3
vUi>{' B*8? I n SMI US-fec? hfe*5T

§u £i
J

ftisS fe§ fesr
^
w3M-giH 3^ m

it 5x3 utH !>, ite 5
5§t giUUS U€t f» I feu W3H



m

35$ fiFRg' fei W §^

§ai# ofifyw Bw ti feu v>?3u ^few

3UH tl I

(Immanent) = (Imraaneul)^^^

l^is b, 3tes ul ^fuaiu

ifl
C^HU-F1UU' ^®&<5 3 3t*£f?> fT\

feu HTU-fl^T Bis Majesty)^ §R w g§g
U 4eteu' ! feu §vifaiU ^ vfu£*

ft

6 I

§ W H f35 HU VHtfU U5, fe?p j? 35 UU

pi w ggigj i €3*$ flu us i fe#

fofui tiiM 1 1 WR&t fW fssais feg

3o? ©V4^ ut 3oT i fen o?uot feu fcuo^u ^
wuafl feus § gun «a



Immanent
One

God
or

First Per&oB

(3)

9 3

( !
)

•—^ —

^

u

§5o?m (9) fes yfbs' ffs feg

€ 5»T (5) fgg (3) gv sfew'

VH^Vll^Hfl^ IfeW (8)3' W3H
VM^few, fe3 tf5 ofS1 §W=ra

«H3<§ si <3s, va ^ ps<ral € *ifejg®~



fen u el^ c&$ Sltf fl^l 3,

fetf fee
8

(Hj H-VTTO ^fbdre rft et TTO

fes»€» U i (U) U313* e* fo§ -9
I

fen fed ?1 vHfli u§h gw 3 u3 3d §vi

fee !l } yhw (h) £ed dHs"^

^jfes <ra i |s§f 3
1

fug §>feid §

eW p43d ^oftw <35 I fold detf fee

(fl) § (e) sfa ^3 % 1 H^S tf3d

I

(Coty-ledons) fe#S >Wf3de I

tie feu ei" f*J3e fteftaNd^ e^ddl

Wfa HP fee »fee 33 |

didea el ^ feiel, c*3 €Kra?5 ua ei



htife t?i qgi D | feu «li i
Firsl

Cause) «3fg3ia" V H#t !

/ S3
J

ttxw u i u'u feu *rai-|vT^Fs

if 1 f ' fes §, §u ^fuajg ^'

fj, 3 HJ5-fc°3U f%U

3u;p wiMsHH ? §u a fiute

fsitJHiS U ! U3131 ^ VM3 f^6 US

fiiw I, § §u
!

gs'^ei ffi feu

UJcli ,H>?5o?~5fe U ? fsU Hi! W
(Conscience) ^ fejq ^1 *mm fc?H ?§U%

^1 UlSf (Echo) fj J fSH ^ggj wqft&l

*£*ta (s) fsws €i ^iuof I, s ©vra
1

us?

ffc u i feu fews-^u ^ gjggngt ^ i

^ggi PP fe3 # 5 frra (to*

#31 feUHH' § «W55 tl I tSH ^ §U 751??

fist 3 oil® 3I§ fcRjj feU H3 feaWB

3§ ?i *WW3l3 fj I fei R'|



p
»*t^i | i tCT Writes' ii flfe ^ fe§

«fer si* fa? fpi !l-feo ^fagg tfi^t!l

gr§ 3^fe § ^1*53 Srilii i 33* *3 9
|u fh?W5 0|V ^§fc3W (Vibration^ ^

few 5?535to zj^t ss^lw map

I

asps

>%® 3B*o? f) i

tfi 2531 fl^pl^ § S"a-cS?

fen <2^t 3£t ©of § hI^i f>-lfeu c^gp^stna'
^ ^s? 9 i ira ws J fo? ?s D ?



wi wate gvft §| «i are &r 5

1

•s

I 38 S» BW TO

51H

€t preaafl sal ! § 3*w ! ^3 #iM fnsi

wfa§-fH5! f555? foSHSo? 3* ! ^8* R3 §

fq3* Hf >Hgf FPW§ 3 § 83^»fi

few >ra ^

few $ us ^rf whto § ^q^ lap to u i

^©i Wafts'
c3TO-3^?s' ^ ^3 3teg u i



39

W® U

£»ro^uu wk 7j?> i gftnu
fu3U qix 1 1 qq* feo? vTw fpI TOlu §

55? tn$ feu 'quslqu' fyg^

b^z fee ^rgv vxcn^T feg warat |p
fee »te u§, litre* 33 fys^l ^fevHi faiw 1

1

ifis § uu w§ W§ ^fusiu ^1 I/To ^cu

3§ ^33* f
kqf33 iPlrf tf! fftf i I W

*P?5 Wmm sags* 1 1
o?g>|T § n^fg o?uh

31SI % 3*531 1 I TO § TO, 33 § c?g, vh£ I
tfl1 fH^iI -feu ®g$ t=n feqr^ wgu §

3
1 ^ tz 3 r 1



nre3ra qifovH* ifl i



zjsj 3# Sfeig4^ freas! wots, vra fbi^

3 fui
1

teSarai
8

, sns fas
8

flsgt wsra tfl



9 § w2n^Fffe (i

sfelPPI 313^ iH II

K=*** * mms& #mm*- » ex -

a S frails, ^ w^si^ ^ pi !

I §9^^, fife UH-V35o?i^3
?

1
1

ax

mlife % 33&?, ^ § yffl&iz I



€iU Sf| ^3 Wi3 SWtejrfH t



§^ §W5re wu ufe ufe fsuf fawu

|p$baj§ foe h3'€hI 1

fpiferawu piiip 3^1

I



^fsra Ifl-Ufl |t*-Hsf Hfe WU I

§VM°6(Tg ure @wfe§ fee? %|p |

^nfcra 3fe ^fo-fefl »re3fe€ i

§>Hora f5» miu W3S,*sl fe<) **WiF |

^wfsre >fa fHW5 wnj, 'a^' fen I

^waa fe3 nfo?i© wu, est fea wfofea i

£wfo»a vraifeH, fefl ^ra*i §jmS i

§»fVg §^3 o?i® o?t Z3ig |

§*§$! awfe gfj^ feuwl i'

§tt?sra HE-Ry-VHTH^, fa=?1 feu ^ 1



ife niafTH fe^w sift
1 w§ t

ftp # WHS I

i. (*)

Up3H tTCSfc ©V|%^3te BSt cP f3IW5

1

>>fi3H giH «f5 «re >W33 w i

7>PHH 3«H ot fflg JJlvft I

JflT3H g«H A3 HgfU °ft S3 I

aw J13 %H f€R33 I

Vft3H giH feoW' *Hfe->W33 I

1HBH fe? g»H fas UifetHt ? I



jjjl3H am S3 fefl-femnSS I

jjf»3>i aw w si sirat 1

fylBH am fcfl-ftfil I

J>J13M fo? W-W8«J3-f5? I

>tfi3W Mtfawgtf 1 sail I

5j(i3H aw <xst aiife § 1

JtflHH am 3s <J3 a?w 1

>»p3wam siygdl^sM
3»ji3H am sfi y^s-Ssi 1

8H?3W am eft S3 was nitel

«
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3

^i3K fai %# aft #1

>>p3>i fes ©to o?tg «H

^T3H cW fas fg» I

gfcl feoff,44 'UtyM foj row ftMftv

i

jsjjljp ofe !l ? ^H"d on fsw §u ?

$
1



^J§3 3fl Vfl feq ^q-ftlfq I

^OT oft oPB-o?1-flf| I



3t:

cm mora of xq famiS i

P^Hl & 9135 H1?^ oft oCg\ |

o7T fe3 ^3

H3 fo3, feu wot* I

ff|3 «3 H§ StSS <fl SPSS i



ft •

8. (R)

H*P J?38 *fe3 3U Wy,3fl-UR TO) bis
|

fen ires §ea Fran srt gfg s?i org faww

itea fofew | to oft flrfo j

5*3 wu 3% i wQ i

fl.lS fl€a3i sp 5fg3t
i

W&S §€3 33 g^*HB oft RVtJI |

TjT?5 §€3 W3i fro^i >?35t
|

RUB H€3 33 ?13I W SU^i |

nfeS ?€3 ffl3

jqi?H H€3 33 3V| 331% |

flfeS TO3 § >W53 ^§T§
J

FffcH §t?3 ofi »MfH3 §5T§ |



Fifes Htja agl feof in 'gi^p
t

ri^s ftp op OTi^f&iifliS ?

flfe® feci o?1 felf 4tf BfF§ |

flfeB feci sft gPR#T

Rte35 feci fs^s j

Rte® feg § ure fe3 fe3 feraaicft

^sfeciwfa VH<53 335*313 1

fllSS fee oft 3l3fH3 §5 ?



ffl3m fi8 ^ss.ziIbto 1

gal gl4 ofl nfbhi VtfKoft |

§m ^ t?3i fesw^i i



<3U 9Bl fej R^5l

Rife 3%, **e



"opi 5?iQ5 53<5 winj, «sa3' asl £a i

9<jb« yatf H?re I4 § wgt |w i



of —
^

ggs" ua<* aft ffn ?gl fenn^ #1

ga^W4 3l6 arc? so ojb? i



gggTugtc eft feu'TOB faiofti

gU3l c?1 EE feu HO^U |

Hip pw feu tti&> i

gU3* o?t feu

UU*S c# MBf Pa« H^-^aHiH^^
I

gU3* few I

5(U3! feof U3?5



t0 Hf& Vt^\ )»|R| |, afj5 wfe TJ9S» I

[jsr all tra oft ifg fe?5,a^3 yfes ^ ^'3F

»

Viai xjgE 31 R3 sai nasi

tra oft a^ feHi^i

y<j isra eft s§-ftsfq 'b^' t

I oJTB-WI5 MS HIS I

^3»xfe |3 feof 3fe ^ I



<N\

fcgfssi h*§ Pro fessr

t|at vtfuj, I naif i

fcfc* TOI TOI, 1*5

oft fo) VP3H ^|

ygi 3* I

3* SfH ^1 flfel

3? fl^H§ Hf3i

fcfa 35 * 3'H-3H uli i

lia* 3i 3 wfH§ as*? i i

*fi3 3§ 33 31^ I



>j% oft 3lf3 fH3'tl5 <fl t?3* I

fifl3 ?S f33 H*S5?> <flf5"57S!

?> al5l m feu ^

gjaii wife flanfe-are «re «re afa§

m& Ufe3 f^3U^55? i

H<3^ W3i fi^, &d$Z Hal Hi3f 1

^a^Ea* 3qy,are^s vra» sa^f



gjc£s? mw, pli fbM i

lis ftt^lij! i

WIT** =

Rl3fe *ife, fe3-W3-wft I

Si ^

^aei |p IP wss, sol" «e 3is> i

rfly A3 unj fRtfas i

g]g?? fast feiws fas y»fevn

fas' gtjfl ^55l9« I

I

fatf 25<jf §33 f9M I



uo

gia^oft hPoh1 mm wfc i

^j<J%S m<& I

ffl3 to hb s>s?s ul aissi

ecu)
ufe uje fgwfli§, vfeatanfl ujfsaiM t



oP f53 33 <3»o7
|

i

^ 5 oft feu VMfl^ TOMIESl I

UJSf 3 if *fo *fo Pf l



W0 3 >nsc? on fegHS ite i

^jp D wise? oft fE3-tP3 arete I

TIJ^t oil >P5o7 TO ^H-fe^jfl' I

iiici oa vfe mil fewfl 1

Ufci It MT?56T 57 ufe' Hfe 381 f?S<3TH?5 I
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!3 1

few&rea fl 33 h§ Kfu nnfe| i

S3 i

fgw^a aft

5

rB-^H-feq^1 i

fewOTsa ffl few ^ i*§ i



?ft ?ra u/g wfa »p£ i

\j3»U P o?»?5t f# §pp| I

(^W6HiSd ?? feq feq fTO I

fgnriftrea mi i§ few i

l^nn^H^tfl ore ah aw i

f5»iifci=re3 fm H0J3I fas vnel 1



Rpri&IIRS £ 33 flSPel 3@ 3fe 3^?> Kfu 3*?>£ I

ft. (e)

^rfe§ h§ mm mil sft§ ^§ ^ -§^q
,

I

13 §3 M o?f65 H8 fb§

j^ri

133^ gfc ^WJi E# I

3 §3 3§ c?HJ5 fefHH I

I

i >TO W?> M j

3 §a oft fna 31® fifo 653 vtg
1



f$3 tr$'in wguK

jt33 S3 to Stfl to ii8

1

§9 o?5? KS5 A3 f

il §a ?ra s§ iifo vifa whsu

33 m Bla

-v.--* O

33 wi pi fe3^ w i

H §3 oft UdW Hfo fe3 f?53



U9

fg3#3 AH! Mafe.fim ?

f93§g sfl wisuh -ate,

fg3B3 of} ate ?> H5 <J3 5te' I

jg393 S 3^3 TO-'afel 93i
l

§ssb1s giH-gjuis £ sft§ fig us uas 1

3f H5, H5 fre § I

gse^te' via us vras 1



o?5]^ VffcJ i?fb§ |

}g*5gsl8, § f § i

gsgsls I ^13 eft gpfii 1

Segals § fw, f % I saw 1

gsgal®, 331 man \ran, In fesWte
Segals, I wdi?i, § stew 1
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(Alphabet ^Imighty)

(From a literary, philosophic, and mysitic

point of view)

Trilochan Singh ji,

M. A. (Hons); D. Litt; F. R. A. S.

(Maymyo), Burma,

Words ! words ! words ! what are these

mysterious pen pictures which sing us into life

and enliven us with their hidden powers ? What
is their life and blood ?

yet too true.

We feel and remember each other

words; wej^ejcejye^tjie^^

by words; we console our loneliness, our

despairs and miseries by words; we leave our

experiences and our histories in immortal

paintings of words; every minute> every second

shores



our restless hearts

raining clouds appear we beguile it by the

rainbow illusions of words\ A tingling touch

sometimes rises from within to our eyes and

trickles down unconsciously in tear drops of

words. The very next moment our restless

mind slays the silent unknown passions with

an arrowy shower of words making a couch

lese lifeless creatures

immortalising life art and histoty, and whence

their birth and growth which varies in charac-

ter and sentiment as much as human heart and

destiny ? The question is fascinating and yet

terrible, baffling . yet intersting. Bhai Sahib

Sher Singh ji has not only answered it by way

an individual opinion,

its intuitional truths.

The relation between alphabets and langu-

age is the same as between the appearance of

our body and its inner constitution. Yet one

comes to us unconsciously from our mothers

and the other is drilled into us
1

by our teachers.

Both the language and the alphabets are as

to us as our kidneys, as essential and
to our use as our breath. Behind the

Licity of their natural origin there is a

world of music, mystery and life. Bhai Sahib



Sher Singh ji has not dissected the dead bodies

of the language as a linguist might have done;

nor has he analysed the pathalogical symptoms

of the alphabets like the ethical schools of

grammar and philology, but he has giv<

alphabets, each df which rises In suj

individuality as a fount-script of life and inspira-

tion. He sings what he feels, he pours out what

is overflowing.

Every mortal on this earth carries some

vague or clear, abused or used feelings of

God's Presence within. These feelings not only

express themselves in languages but also in the

?se inner feelings can never be concealed.

A maid, a lover, a brute, or a criminal may hide

his real intentions behind words but the language

of the eyes will always betray him. If we brighten

our inner self with the purest aspirations we

Can make our whole body so^txanspaieju~a^te

jn^naked ^urity^to^e^eiy eye. Every

from our very

re - mctly seen in our

our bith,

education and cu.ture are so materialised and

blind that we cannot see even our physical body

unless a mirror is" placed in front of us.



d

We cannot have any idea of each other's

sentiments and thoughts unless they are reflected

in some concrete form through^ the medium of

speech, the master-keys

alphabets. Amongst

colours, we are

that it .js_certainly the gi

But even the depth of concrete mathe-

matics of life and knowledge tends to be lost

in mystic infinity. Inspite of our limitaions to

grasp 01 feel we must believe that a point has

no dimensions, all straight lines are circles,

parallel straight^lines must meet at infinity, and

Ijmension of space. With

Sher Sin?h ji has by the gift of his pc

and intensity of spirit seen and felt

at which the alphabets_Jthem3fhematir« of

2) touch and mingle wit! The~TnYinite.

alphabets like other branches of know-

ledge, have differed from time to time accor-

ding to human preceptions, and have developed

along with their increasing powers of expressions.

Their making has been a creative and evoiu-



The m;

tionary struggle from the clumsy out^g^tqt^be
ithin.

to

1nqmsitive inquirer is

"Are there no instances of the

the outside r
ing of Gurmuk

I am not only sure but

Inspired b/ Gurbani, the Mother
of Life, tht story of the alphabets has come .

Bhai Sher Singh ji as came Music and Song to
the dusty bard Mardana. His mind has caught
the mystic vibrations which nourish * and
illumine our alphabets and clothed them in

poetic symbolism of^the^ cosmic feelings^that-

are^ Jiiding behind them. He sings it and
wonders at it. He lets the strings of his

e whispering strains

Him in

he cannot

heart fall into

In Anugita whiu

Ashvamedha Parvan of MaL„
U considered by Maxmuller as a vuuunuauon
of the Bhagvadgita, there is a conversation
between s Brahmin and his wife on the origin
of speech and its occult properties. The wife
asks how 'speccK

7^came into existence and
which was prior to IHe otherTlKe~lpeech or



mythical story that the Apana (Inspira-

tional breath) changes the Prana (psychic breath)

which does not understa/id speech into an

Apatia and thus^>pens the mind. The conclusion

,allegorically reached is that the mind i« distingu-

ished by reason of itsbeing. immojyajplejmd the ,

goddess speech by reason of her being movable.

But according t6 Bhai Sahib Sher Singh ji the

magnetic potency of speech (Sabad) has its

jroots in the very life Spirit of

[,,or Logos.

/i^Os/has been used with slightly different

conceptions in Greek

... . •

.

in regard to

they do

explanations of the three

explanation of Spinoza is more ra

that of Plato, and more
7
ethical than that of the

Bible; the explanation of Mrs Blavatsky is

niore scientific and divine' and that of Bhai

Sahib Sher Singh ji more spiritual and poetic

than any of the previous ones. .Sam oh the

hand is notrnerelvjm intellecraaLcoacep-

ut it is the integral of the Power,



p
veiLof_ourjgnorai^^

It transmutes our whole beihg~into~a divine
life which is in, perfect harmony with ail the
dormant and active, manifested and unmani-
fested life of God. It awakens us into spien-

dorous joy-bliss-wonderments of the Glories

aqd visions which inspired the -first coiner of
the Name

revelations throb the heart with
Beauty as the desciple repeats

l-Guru, Vj

Thou 0* True E

melody vibrates in a thrill

of darkness and death slips off our
and painful bondage of our

passions melts into nejgex-^md4ntenser n<

laved realizations. The crude beliefs of
false~rninds retreat in the light of self revea-

ling truths. Our souls draw nearer and nearer
the Cosmic Mind till God reveals Himself in

His Absolute form. God's Persona ity is not
any ethical blankness or void but is self-exis-'

tent, splendorous, and joy-lit Light shimmering
in every space and playing a trago-comedy io|



h

a myriad ways with His creation*

As the author of this book believes there

is an occult power behind ail letters and

words, but we are very rarely able to grasp it,

'as vho^tof ourwords sfre onjy crude represen-

tations of our passing mental scenes. The mind

of humanity is so inhuman and blunt that it

can never dive deep

reason why the present age of civilization and

frustration of morals is completely out of touch

with spiritual life and its final values*
i% I am deeply impressed by the intensely

symbolic ^mind of the author. Who cares what
the blue colour signifies with which, the skies

and seas are painted as long as to the heart of
a lover tliey are pleasant reminders of the blue
eyes of his sweet-heart. There is no reason why
every one shculd not be able to find the infini-

tely great in the infinit^lniaTlTThe charms" of

gloriesof the whole material



explanatidns though purely poetic

sweet «and inspiring for

the chi'd's sight in his breast

anew,

the first

in the air that

absorbing the passions of Eternity; Heavenly
Music that he hears fails from the vortice of the
spheres. Rationally or philosophically they
might seem untrue, but every word of it is some-
how touched with a rare . charm, and
thought of his breathes immortal youth.

The author plays the poet with nasal

sounds. I wonder if his philological puns have
any mystic value behind them He wanders
amongst the ins and outs of the alphabets like

has lost his lyre and
lere in the dark shades of words.

Ing. voices are backoning him. In



( the alphabets ). He stands mute with joy try-

ing to find himself while he is actually floating

on the life waves of its music. The Painti

( Gurmukhi Alphabet ) is nothing^but the musi-

cal expression of the Primal melody perpetually

and writings.

ahib gher Singh ji has tried to re-

primal sound sources and verbo-

mental origins of the alphabets in various ways.

His suggestions though quite poetic and requiring

elaboration are sweet and mystical. An ordinary

or ah occidental mind may feel a certain obscur

ity in understanding them to elucidate which I

have represented the whole idea in the table

below. It must be noted that these homologies

have been represented thus just, to

insight into
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It appears from the above table that the

sum total of human sotands has .been visualised

in seven supreme streams of colour-beams^each

further embodiecTinto a pentagon, everyangle

o£«which has been labelled according to the

strain of music efnenating ftom

it. The Bawan Akhari of Siri

Arjan Dev ji and Bhagat Kabir ji show

more than thirty-five symphonies can be

ed even frorr?Tn
rty^o

resung in

There is unparalleled ease ancLcomfort in

the Punjabi I anguage^nowl This change to

natural trend of speechjbas been given only by

Gurmukhi to Northern India languages. The

flexibility and the lucidness of Gurmukhi alpha-

bets has further
"' endowed the most unmusical

and complicated, words with unbelievable musical

power*. In other languages the words which

contain the sounds of ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r^ tax our

minds very heavily_when we have to pronounce

them or remember them, and our pens_sufjer

stiljjnore sevetlyjvherji we

*6utas soorTaT



merit ^was possible even now, but the

National culture, philosophy, and literature is so

much ignored, and neglected that Punjabi parents

and childeren know no other place of prosperity

than in common professions like the medical,

engineering or law in the education of which
thousands upon thousands of them come out of

the Universities every year labelled like iabqrat-

ary rats. They waste all their life squeaking!' in

B^mar£ets about the nobility of their proffess-

ions and the generosity and chariatable bounties

?ests of our country is only an

f those poor creatures who can-

to live a vile life like them; and who
ipplauded in social whirlwinds have

no other work left to them except thinking and

scribbling. "What will mere thinking, praying

and writing pay ? What comfort is there in

these sports of the idle and the miserable

people t* they ask. Ofcourse there is none of

those mean and malicious pleasures which the



n

starched mentality, and the virulent asperity of

these haughty

>ut the mushrooms of a summers Viay.

At present in the grandeaur of
#

their aristocracies

they are simply animalising, stupifying and

brutalising their spirits and perpetually lacerating

themselves with their own teeth. Truth is mock'

ing their pride and preparing their fall.

In the suppressed feelings of our free spirits

we men of arts, letters, and philosophies see our

mortal hopes apparently shattered, but our pain-

full experiences at the hands of ignorance still

give us magic hues of quenchless dreams, because

the brightest roses of Living Arts have always

martyrdom. Genius and Life will someday rise

as a golden cloud over the deserts of misery.

Eternal Beauty will draw us into the folded

depths of her fragratnt bosom. She will snatch

us out of the graves of materialism and despair,

and embrace us in her soft and milky arms never

to let us slip into death and destruction again.

The delicate impulses of pure souls will soon glow

in every region in place of the hell'torches of

vile capitalism. We wiil then never betray our-



the false and hollow smiles of painted

men and women. We will never be hurt bf the

haughty sneers and the self-loved ignorances of

those poisonous toads of our society who amuse

their void hearts at present by capricious, wilful,

and Clever betrayals and lame invectives. We
will cease to believe that a particular generation

of mankind ought to consign itself to hopeless

inheritance of ignorance, misery and paid
*

sign of imitation, just as the noses, the ears of

the Sikhs resemble more or less with the rest of

the humanity. To think that Gurmukhi is an

imitation of other alphabets is as silly as to con-

clude that the Sikhs are copied editions of some

primitive bearded races. **

Bhai Sahib Sher Singh ji writes with loveli-

ness and feeling. His expositions are trustworthy

tnd touching. His style is fluent and stimulating.

His sweet flow

readers is held from the Beginning iu me eno^

and one cannot help believing that the story of

the alphabets could have been so interestingly

told. His blood ever beats in mystic sympathy

He sets his pen to poetise any-



p

inspires the voice of his love, and

of his unci

a mongst the clouds mingling in mazy motions of

he,
#
"It is the fruit 'and

concomitant of intense application of Simrin com-

bined with the assimilation of Gurbani...... res-

ponsive assimilation...... as it throws the chords

of our hearts in sympathetic vibration/ * In our

present scorching whether of the fatal horrors

of civilization this is what we need most.

Today we all see and feel that something

has gone wrong with our life and we try to find

in our hearts the key to solve the burning ques-

tion. A Painful prayer slips from the lips of

every learned and simple mat

lowing

I pack my soul with words I*

How can I remain content composing such

an

.all I

an

;nt oi
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When shall my speech bow humbly .
down

at the touch of thy Silence like the

bright hood of the" Serpent tamed

the music of the
4 charmer ?

When Shall there

cry
#of

C. Road 1

Maymyo, Burma,
j

10th Nov. 194L |

Now at

Vill. Mansoorpur,

P. O. Barapind,

Distt Juliunden

24th June, 1942.





THE ALPHABET-ALMIGHTY

FOREWpRD By Dr. Siddheshwar Varma,

M. A., D. Lit*. (Eng)

'The business of philosophy" it is said/'is

to makelhe_£aniiUa^^ thinkers of all

ages, ancient as well as modern, have eloquently

testified to the marvels of human speech . Perhaps

the grandest miracle in man is the consummation

of the outline of his language before he ;s three^

years old. Who

ive rightly spoken of

language as Divine-

Unknown^—as Tagore put it.

That some significance is inherent in sound

is indicated by its universal use for expression

among all living beings,—brutes as well as men.
No other sense—smell, taste or sight—can pro-

duce even a tithe of

_

the significance which is given

by sound. The difference between the sounds of

brutes and sounds of men lies in the fact that the
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1

former are confir^djoj^^ of feelings,

out the magic4

and healing

men in all ages and climes. There
may be a percentage of superstition, fraud, and
quackery in the use of many a magical formula,

but that there does exist a genuine element in the

healing power of language, cannot be dogmati-

cal disproved.

The above facts, coupled with the laudable

efforts of the learned author, will, it is hoped,

considerably raise the value of language in the

eyes of his readers. "Philosphy is a revaluation of

values"* as Vossler has said, and this
,

revaluation^

of lai

tor

out the vital difference

and the "inner form" of a language. The
form is grammar and pronunciation, the inner

form is the untranslatable genius of thejajaguage,

ExdusTve~emphasis orTthe outer7orm is likely to

be very disastrous, substituting instruments for

V\ends. "Man is disappearing, and machinery is

Utaking his place", said a recent writer. Only a

synthesis of the outer and the inner can bting out



the desired consummation. Hence the commend-
able warning given by the learned author of the

dangers of absession" with hyper-grammatical
SiOTelties alone. ,

Linguistic development has many forms.
Gesture language is no doubt cohsiderabie

used by the deaf and dumb, but many
even a t present employ it most

the Red Indians ofe. or
.

amazingly rich forms
crudity and inadquacy of gestures for tl

pressiqn of finer aspects of life is evident. Even
such a sentence as~ "honesty is the
could hardly expressed by gesture.

THE STRIKING BEAUTY OF THE PRE-

OF ALL ^PECTS^ *
SPIRITUALIZATION

SOUNDS AS WELL AS THE ALP]
IN THIS SPIRITUALIZATION ONE CAN SEE
THE ULTIMATE IDENTIFICATION OF
SCIENCE, MYSTICISM, LINGUISTICS AND
EPIGRAPHY. AND THIS IS TRUTH, FOR
TRUTH SYNTHESIS .

SIDDHESHWAR VARMA,
M. A., D. Litt. (Eng), JammiK

22-3-41,



LINGUISTIC DEPARTMENT,
Prince Of Wales Gollege, Jammu and Kashmir

Jammu.

My dear Bl Singh Ji,

I return herewith

ALPHABET—ALMIGHTY GURMUfcHI-
with my "Foreword". I am afraid I was not in a

position to write an "Introduction" thereon, for

that would require mastery of at least two more

subjects, viz, Epigraphy and Mysticism—subjects

which are entirely beyond my scope, though I am
sincerely interested in them. For writing an

''Introduction" on your work three experts

are required, one on Liguistics, one on Mysticism,

and third on Epigraphy. I am sorry I

a minute more to spare Oh, I

an

Varma,

A*, D. Litt. (Eng.)

President

All-India Linguistic Society,

Jammu*



P.o. SOPORE, 28-341.

Mv'dear Dr. Varma Ji,

I have just received your« illuminating

letter.enclosing therewith the learned "Foreword"
which is a study in itself in that ft sheds entirely

new light on this ever-old and ever-new problem
i,e the SYNTHETIC WORD, which is the meet?
ing point, as you say, of Linguistics, Mysticism
and, shall I add, all philosophy. When I referred

again and again to this WORD, I was merely
trying to show how behind the paqorama of the

alphabetical letters there is a Super-Alphabet or
ONE WORD behind, wherein all these letters

are knit, even as seven rays of light are knit in

the noonday-glory of the sun. Your words, "and

this is Truth, for Truth is Synthesis*.' will become
classical, for they

(
crystallise the fundamental

Truth. I draw attention to this, as also something

higher and more transcendent, for that is not

only Synthesis, or the result, but the SYN-
reaching which

automatically follow, even as.

our sun-lit body.

therefore gives us

panorama of the letters to

beyond. As you knowthat Grand-Un

are a ets; is an



us to the unc

reach of words. And naturally that alphabet is

diviner .which achieves this objective with the

minimum of effort and the greatest ease. It is,

therefore, that Gurmukhi is«Gur-mukhi, for it is

God-oriented giving us a direct peep into the

Grand-Unknown, and for the same reasion

DevNagri is also dev-like or divine. You would

have also found a similar attempt in the Arabic

language where the word ALLAH (God) is coined

I

mtes to

ing decimal—in

out of the limitations of space, giving us a

beyond i. e. into the Infinite. In this sense,

words have a significance which is truly divine and
mystical. Is itj therefore, strange when I say that

in the Gur-Mukhi (or Dev-nagri) not only words,

but each letter, as also the Alphabet as a whole,

are so designed as to make the Supreme Sound'

Person I I have tried to bring out these HOMO-
LOGIES, for so should they be called, in the

Gurmukhi section of this treatise. But the fact

remains that it can be no mere coincidence, there

is an organic inner law as

the inter-relation of

to which I



I wonder if you know of those

nagri alphabet, tl)ere is a deeper law of Homo*

zation of sounds, but which is of deeper signify

cance i. e. the FORMATION AND DEVOUR
TION OF PARKIRTI ot the material world. For,

is it not true that the universe is decended from
this PARENT—WORD or the OMKAR
WORD which is beyond the pale of words, and
to which each letter, or language as such, tries to

refer back, even as a deaf or dumb one tries to

refer to a certain phenomenon by mute gestures.

Even as those gestures in the world of senses, so

also are the bdni words little more than gesture^,

albeit on a higher plane, to penetrate to the

GREAT SYNTHETIC WORD BEYOND, Simi-

larly, and for the same reason, all cosmogonies
and cosmologies also look back to the selfsame

Parent-WORD from which the devolution pro-

ceeded. In other words, the DIVINE ALPHABET
IS A KEY TO THE MASTER-WORD BEHIND-
It gives in' our hands the weird formula "sesame

f and lo, the dark unfathomed depths of

[ Unknown are unbared to us, and we
face to face and become seers or
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rishies for that is

concerned*

All learned men are called men of letters,

for 0>ey learn to look in from words to the com-
.posing letters. But, the Alphabet-almighty goes a

step further a,nd makes us see deeper not to 35

letters (painti) but to the PARENT thereof, call it

the Logos, or the un-named-Nam ! Let one be not
only a man of letters but a man of the unnamed-
Name, beyond which there is naught !

If you lppk. round you will see

moderr^ scientific research has become

so also all Linguistic Research is in time
become,a search for the Grand-Unknown within.
Let us look 4eep enough into the depths within
this Alphabet-Divine. * !

One woro! inore, and I have done. You did
not refer to the mellowing of words and gurbani
in the hallowed land i. e. the Land of the Five

Rivers. O wonderful is this rounding and grind-

in| process which the grinding-pot of civilizations

the Punjab is bringing about—here all angulari-

ties are. being lost and
the West toda/; mix

friendly as in the time of the

from the North and the South. The



the sweet indigenous mother-tongue of the

Indians, and that is literally true—only it needs

pointing that the FOCUS and the BIBLE of this

language is the Guru Granth, the Sikh BIl^LE,

this process is.not only found in its initial

its, very apex. For, that is the proto-

,more if we are to

evolve an <

desideratum af India and which ideal the modern

nationalists no doubt visualise but little realise

Why ? Because, they have no organic Bible which

shows them the way, unless they turn back to the

Common Bible of India i. e. the Guru Granth

wherein all saints from Ravdass upwards, and

including the sweet-tongued Kabir and sweet-

scented Farid, find as natural an habitat as the

God-sent Gurus.

You are President of the All— India

Linguistic Society and to refer to you is to refer

to whole India, at least so do I feel.

to steal some of your hard-earned

Honey, in order that it may be



THE ALPHABET-ALMIGHTY

O Alphabet ! Art thou the Crystallization

of A, B, C and other letters, the Crystallization

of Sound 1 Thou art this, and much more ! It

was a great miracle, the first miracle, when an

anthropoid ancestor, a monkey, could utter a

monl

do talk ins

singing of

to me. Ihe titar (Partridge-Portr*

what it says, but when the human im-

or shall I say, the penetrative reason

it splits up the



and joy

of tails or

by the waj

of hands, or by

or by a syllable of sound

or ununderstood. Each* country has

its own alphabet, whether written from right to

left or vice versa, or from top to bottom. Is it a

condensation of pictures such as are found in the

papyrus af Egypt or the sunbaked, clay bricks of

Mesopotamia?Be it as it may, yet there is no doubt

that Alphabet is one of the greatest wonders of

the world, for it is on this that our cultural

heritage rests. Alphabet is the marble out of

which the Taj Mahal of civilization is built

—

take away this marble and what rer

Palace ? Naught, but airy - 1

i

4

our

iabet was dis-

covered, men knew how to read and write and to

communicate ideas that lie behind words.

Even as our cash Has no meaning until it can be

exchanged with readystuff that we require for

our needs, so also words have no meaning

until the same have their counterpart in ideas.

The word and idea are one, as is the old theory

of Shabada of which Max Mailer and many
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other philologists tell us. That words like mother,

Pater etc are common to many languages also

points to our common origin; it is immaterial

where, for the point to be stressed it that this did

happen sometime when we were together once

in the uplands of Central Asia or of

no longer

to

turn

ue to different Polar-Ages, which in

by the wobbling of the axis of

earth—a movement different both from ro-

and revolution of earth.

This much is, therefore, a common ground

that mankind is one at its origin and in most of

its expressions, as in weeping and laughing. Our

language is a

a

nt

it. Thus, thel anguage of a savage

tribe will be rich in words expressive of the diff-

erent tastes of flesh and fish which they devour.

On the other hand, a more civilized tribe will

have ever so many words of the para-phernalia

which it particularly possesses. Thus, besides the

ordinary dictionary "of current common words,

there is a seperate special lexicon for science in

general, for Wireless, for Radio, for Cinema,



so on for each department of

inriiis way, language is a mirror of the

mind of a nation. The richer 'its contents, the
richer and more civilized is the nation concerned.
But it* is not merely the quantity and bulk of the.

dictionary that goes to show the level pf culture-

it is depth and inwardness of words which
it and depth of culture. In

to be symbolised as the picture

of Egypt and China, or they depend on 52 letters,

or 35 as in the case of Gurmukhi. Other things

being equal i, e, completeness of expression—the

fewer the letters the better, as these conduce to-

wards conservation of the elements and conse*

quently its better utilization and manoeuvring. The
Alphabet which is encyclopediac tends to become

bulky and is, therefore, ljkely to be left behind

in the struggle of culture, which is uphill> as is

the case with all other struggles. For the same

reason, the smaller the words used to

af m
reason the old English



appeals more to poets than the Johnsonian Eng-

many sonorous^and foamy words,

'r.roar and thunder can

3 in our hearts?

(re

ce

The man of few words is very often more
eloquent than a man with a tremendous voca-

bulary, provided his words are replete with

meaning. This is why the JAPJI and the VEDAS
are treasured by us in our memories and these

we learn when we are yet in our teens, while the

sonorous part of our literature is left till we are

led enough to retain the

All language is divine, and as is well known,
it came as a divine revelation to mankind,
when mah had left the garden of Eden i. e. when
he could leave the forest life for cluster-inhabi-

tations. Of all the senses, the sense of hearing is

most sublime and most heavenly—we can afford

to be without sight, but not witout sound; hence
we know of blind-sages, but not of deaf-sages !

Why is it that sound is the most valuable of all

our equipments, as is proved by the modern dis-

coveries of science too, such as the wireiess and



le or the Shaba<

as some call him, whence the Shabada*Brahm
(The Logos or the Word, as is the word used in

the west) ? That this is truesf of all revelations

dawns to us' as we grow richer and more experi-

enced in unseen world, where ' fSound ff

comes to

us from the fairy-realm of the Spirit and we prick

up our ears and ask "Who is it ?
,f Ka Pursha ?

"who is the person V as the Vedas say, singing

there beyond!—beyond the Veil of Time I Some
times we call Him not by a singular but by plural

on

a not see

use this pi

the neuter one and call the sound merely as

Shabada-Vac, or more often, as in the Vedas

Gayatri which is Music-personified ! Is not Ganga,

in its rootsense, a moving, singing-sound ? Use any

word you like for that WORD which is unread,

unsaid but which in our heart of heart we do

hear and hearing which we say: O lord Thou art!

Thou art ! Thou art ! this SOUND—Supreme—
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al or

it is kept open g ^
and not § ^ as then it is ex-

pressive of the One Supreme Activity which is

ever-flowing,—from the top, and is never closed;

look at this letter carefully, it looks to me as if it

is like the human , head
( and when its skull-cap

is not closed: ^- it is then that it is pouring out

to us the efflux of NAM,* whence this is the Sup-

reme symbol of the Lord, when it is called Omkar,
in the Vedas as much as in Sri Guru Granth.
This is not the first Entity, but it is rather the
second, foi

less one, who has no
denoted by the numeral-one

,

not apart of Alphabet, but a



supreme symbol of Y>fl3H3 or the immanent Spi-

rit within us, an image of the transcendent

Omkar. Their synthesis is consummated in the

followirtg letter 5 which stands for Ishwar

wno is tne First Person, or God, as He

is called in Western phraseology. But God is the

Obstrusine Form of the intrusive subtle Spirit

which works from behind, even as at the

back of all our words is the mind,

and behind the mind-waves the supreme Spirit

which is without waves. These are all the

Vowels in this PAINTI, and here the tri-une

Supreme Embodiment ends.

tt* Ifgj
(The Alphabet) is, in reality the

UlffiH W4dV * e - a Personification of the Sup-
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reme Person. Was it Plato who said, words

half-conceal and half-reveal what is behind them

and that the wise ones' use them as 'rafts' to get

the Supreme

to show how each of these 35

is, a raft and that they make us

peep into the Infinite Beyond. The first PATTl
was written by the Master Himself, then by the

third Guru and by the fifth who incorporated

52 letters. This is an humble step to sit at the

Feet of the Master and to peep beyond letters

to the great Nirankar Beyond.

Each word, or its particle, a letter, is a

it to the entity it embc

lers. It also depends

;rent tastes as to what letter or word

or idel appeals, to one more than another. Perso-

I must confess that in numbers, for ins-

tance, when reading the decimals, I was always

titillated when I came to the recurring decimal,

for I then had a first gleam into the Infinite. (In

mathematics they rather call it the Infinity than

the Infinite). For instance, take the fraction *

which is equal to 0,3333 unending. But this is



ination is not very mud
now the fraction \ which is equal to

0.142857, 142857, 142857....repeated to infinity !

It is a further revelation^ in mathematics, to

learn, that not only \ behaves in this way, but so

do %\% {*§ and they are produced cyclically

taken at different places thus:— 1

7 /%» 4

Why this cycle superimposed on infinity ?

as is the essence of a recurring decimal, which

even as it stands alone, is marvellous enough, as

k tells us of something which mathematics

not imprison or contain; it always ov

our copy books ! Yes, why this rhythm

not point

subtle Symphony at the back

of mathematics, at the back of all alphabets, at

i as I call it. Yea,

could see deep

or far enough, or do believe those who

know. Were it not so, few would write Painti*

ff^msmMi kiharfi or other strin'



ged expressions. This is an attempt to get behind

all Siharfis to the Eternal Word Symphony
as well as within, to the

submerged !

We produce this old Sanatan Word
Wra) when we reacn ^e hey-day of

civilization, why ? Because then we are at our

best and we are no longer monkeys. N^e

reproduce like a gramophone the great Record of

the Spirit which made us, and which is, as I said,

the first record filled by the supreme One Him-
self. Then we sing, we speak, .we utter words,

because we are impelled by this great Urge, the

great Elan, ^^g^the poetic Impulse, as our

Master tells us :

Beyond, this world, nay lacs of worlds,

there is the great kwao; the eternal Urge,

behind—and it is this, dear reader, which makes
n<s t-alk. sneak, warble out sweet notes, whirh ar<*
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a 'magic* word, because

have their value-

expressive

ngzeb, for instance)—and it so happens that

word Allah also reproduces faintly or rightly

the rhythm of "142857"said before ! This should

not detain us any longer but those who have the

eyes to see do see that words are magic-pictures;

they weave to us som? ideas and then they un-
weave %themselves and dissolve in the Great

, of which they are only faint images I

at in this light, light Eternal, each word,

it be-

comes

our souls and to solace our hearts !

Why is it that a wise man is

called only a man of letters 1 It

is because the letters have stood up before

him, taken off their thin veil (words have
thicker veils than letters) and revealed to him the

underlying Harmony, of which they were only

condensed Dew-drops ! Yea, it is these letters of

the Alphabet which have to me infatuation

more than the works of Shakespeare or even of



, if only we recognise them, if only we know
at

, nor

we

venerate the root-word or root-letter rnprethan

the stem or fruit-equivalent ? It is the rootlet

which comes out first, then the plumule,

the flower, and last of ail the fruit. The Golden

Egg or Seed is at the back of them all, but that

is the unuttered-Word—It is Sound-pure:

Dhavani, as some call it! Now, what is Dhavani?

It is the uncut unscissored-Sound, the Shabad-

which is the first Evolute from the Form-

car, and
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uncut, sacred Kesh~s, corresponding to the

sacred Dhawani, the Supreme Kwao ! Similarly,

other letters have their equivalents in our body

frame-work (as shown in the Gurmukhi Intro-

duction) but it is their corresponding Spirit-Skele-

stand the warbling of the birds, the chirp of the

sparrows and the love-lorn tale of Nightingale,

the eternal thirst of the Papia and the Koil, and

the sweet Tandwa-dance of Swan on the Man-

Sarowar and of holy Shiva on the white snow of

Mount Everest ( which is ever at rest) ! Ah ! if

we could look within more than without, then

each letter has a flamboyant tale like " the trai-

ling tail of a nebula in hevens and of ihe para-

dise-bird on earth, as its struts before its mate !

Ah ! if we could use X-rays to see what is now
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chorus of Apasras and dance therewith, the
rhythm that chants its Music incessantly and
uproariously as there is joy-exuberant at the
heart of creation, from where showers of scintill-

ations are being thrown out with volcanic press-

constitute numerous, unnumbered
: Systems of which our world is perhaps

! 'Ah I if we could take off

see

into

us tied 10 the prison hole

see the 'shadow' before eyes and not

copic Film of World, which casts

shadows from Behind I Yea, ah ! ah !

would then be Ha ! Ha ! indeed !!

O readers, remember the old old chant of

which our Bullah, the Bulbul of Punjab: (Night-

ingale of Punjab) sang: fe^ ^oP3 !

'Only yourAlpha need I, and no more' (
Yea,

the Alpha is good enough, big enough, compre-

hensive enough, if only we could imbibe its im-

port ! But as this is incomplete, let to it be added

the outpouring, ever swelling ever effervescent-

Omkary

3 9 of which the Painti is an amplified

expression and its function ! Let the whole liter-



ig-momentum i c, the Logos

and then

ierstood, all is read, all is digested, all

is our own ! Yea, trie WORD, which no word

ell ! Yea, the Sound (Shal

Yea, the

ail fountains, the wisdom-head trom
holy Vedas and Holy Guru Granths
for ever and ever ! Those readers who are inter-

ested should read Professor Muirs' Book (Think-

ers' Library) "Five Stages in Greek Religion", the

least two chapters of which tell us how this secret

has been treasured by all the philosophers of old;

(1 have quoted in the Punjabi Introduction some
extract's from this little book). When the

Rock Bottom of la nguages is reached, there

up an eternal-Fount, which is as much com-
e of Egyptian
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are as much unscrolled as the Vedas and other

wholy scriptures of the East and the West. But,

.
dear reader, does not our Master tell us : t$||gt

vfettP §3* orfkvH1 11^ tne more we read, the

more it is a bother of head ! Is it not enough

tiiat a few should work at the science of

comparative religion and philology?—for there is

not much in this shallow pursuit of establishing

homo4ogies and analogies—it is much more essen-

tial to dip in and dive into the great ocean of

the Spirit of which these languages are so many

embody and

encrystai; we do not want congeald jellies or

crystals but the gaseous aroma of the Nam of

reason why written

language can not be considered to be original

because it is the eye-equivalent of sound which

is primarily a concern of ears. Is it not,

therefore, an attempt to send a telegram by post

in doing which it loses all its charm and its

potency. But when we have the books read more

particularly when the fymns which are



Sound from which they'came as winged messeng-

ers of light, which wings they lost on reaching

the earth i e. on becoming dead letters ! Oh, ye,

little letters, I see ye in pristine glory of old, ye

are fluttering butterflies when ye

Ocean of bliss . Yt
'

le sweet

sparkle out light

even as yonder sun does from behind the

veil of clouds producing in me, in the sky

of my heart, the rainbow of Spirit ! O ye

drops of ambrosia, were it not for these magic-

effects, I would not call ye, "Gurmukhi" i. e.

God-oriented flowers ! Even as the sunflower

ever faces toward the sun, so ye'

O, ye letters, I love ye, as my eyes, nay, as

the Eye of the eyes I Ye, are the first images of

my Grand-Mother, the Bani, in the mirror of

my heart, in the heart of culture. What after all

is gesticulation and gesture language ? It is the



language of the deaf and dumb, more than that

of others—and, as I have said before, it is

Adam I

:ure

of savages, we must remain on the track, on

which our feet, are firmly set, by the impulse of

evolution—only we must spiritualize the words,

see through them even as a chemist sees water in

H o, and benene in Q-formulae thus made.

the more likely it is to grate on our palate of

mind; the vowels are sweetest and easiest, the

liquid letters like 1, m, r f^i^j are also sweet

hard consonants as k, x etc.

id Hansa) as

sweet sibilants.

Those who are homeopaths, know the
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subtle efficacy of minute doses of medicine,

the diluter the medicine, the more its pote-

ncy and efficacy. The same is true of inter-atomic

world, which has charges dis-proportionate with

i, i e. the subtler the kind of emanation usqd

I e> whether it is a alpha rays* the gross-rays, or

or Gamncja rays, which are subtlest. The

foremost and the subtlest better.

Last but not least, why is that our Painti

is crystallised into 5 letters as o? Scclcfy tJ ^cHI

etc ? Each wave of sound condenses into five

wavelets and nbt more than five, very much likc

our fingers ! This Five seems to be a first step

up (after the rhythm of 2 and 3, as in Trigunas).

Is this not one of the reasons, why our

world has five Khands beginning with



why it is called Dev
like the rhythm of the Bani; the

mony ! This is the first horizontal classification,

that is, it? is classification of the first level or stra-

tum of sound. Then following one another come
no less than six otherrhythms which are verti-

cal stratification of same Strenm of sound, in its

descent to grosser world of matter and earth. Why
are there seven strata 1 much as we have seven

days in a week 1 I ar i . not an occultist but this

much I know that "seven" is a s/mbol-supreme

of Time and it is, therefore, that seven planets

rst

trst ele-

of time

complete

which any human mind can devise and crystallise,

provided it is on the Divine Pattern (Dev Akhar).

The horizontal and vertical distributions, as given

above, are the warp and woof of the Alphabet.

If you read the Periodic Classification of the

chemical elements, you will find similar horizon-

tal and vertical rhythm and the two together work

concomitantly on the loom of Time. In that case

the rhythm which is paramount horizontally is not

Five as in Gurmukhi Alphabet—it is that of eight
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i. e 5+ 3 = 8 showing that another cycle began

uniting the pentad of Bani, with the triad of

Gunas. This rhythm of chemical elements

ment to

different steps of world devolution:

cal elements), back to five ( of Bani ),

wara) 1 |
ms:

one- q G i 6, . ,

* « the open being like

open womb of the Bani, expressive of all devo-

lution on the plane of the earth.

Those who have read of the

mystic lore

true ?

ugh mem ana are

them even as a parrot is tied to words taught,

which he reproduces mechanicaly without the

desired magic effect. Readers who are interested

in this will find in the above booklet of Profess^

or Muir,a mention about this very magic-Mia?Ura

which the Egyptian heirophants possessed and re^

vealed by baring open their breast... a secret

which descended from the Guru to the disciple in



the pyramid of the heart; of those detailed des-

cription and talk is reproduced in the book men-

tioned above {Millian nal ntel tedoao Gallan-

fHfew 7pE § #5?, section on Egypt^

But, the fact remains that there is a power behind

mantras and holy Gurmafitras, if only they are

understood—otherwise, chey are no better than

hocus-pocus which exists only in the imagination

of those who believe in it and not others.

How is it and why is it that practically every

language or Alphabet has two strands of letters,

one ordinary mouth letters, other nasal letters

(like N) ? I am not a philologist to delve into

but this much I

certain valves for emission of sound without

ing the mouth—and these are wasiHatters or

rather their sound elements or equivalents ! The
use of these letters gives us short cuts of expre-

ssion—they are safety values of stored sound

They are, therefore, as if were, outpourers of our

pent-up feelings. Indeed they are a potent stream

for giving flow, enfluiding our thoughts and help-

ing us to actualise what is at the back of our



ut. Is it therefore that "ing" in

only a sign of verb (like en) but a

tense—as it

is not

utter mouth

Some anci-

red of these

every Shlok ends with

O.n etc). Too much

elements of

:ature is

endings that practically

this as in

should not

which the language bricks are composed, as the

refrain of this talk is rather to emphasise the

common Element: the Vak behind, than to stress

the elements themselves. But, these rhythms,

nasal elements and other song-harmonies show,

that behind the res^n ir.ee and music of ,words

is the Master—Melody, « and to reach the

Alphabet acts like unto the JacobVLadder ! For

the selfsame reason, some poets use alliteration

to keep the sound pitched to the same level, as it

ie

or

me, they together try to poetise the frigid

I. e they try to melt its crust first, then it;

and finally to evaporate and embalm the same. ^

rings true to the pitch of Primal Melody even as

cup full of water responds to the melody in a
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or empty vessel does so easily when
struck and beaten like the drum. Where the

poet leaves us there the musician takes us up

and lifts us a step still further. But there are

levels and kinds of music as of all other things;

the lowest pampers to our flesh (as in cinemas^,

the highest elevates our soul more than any

other spiritual occupation—indeed music, is the

food of soul, pvr excellence, as is administered

to us in our Gurdwaras. I have not been able to

understand why it is divorced in mosques (per-

love music.

Ha ! the symphony divine of Asa-di-

Var chanted in the early hours of dawn, when

it is really Heaven on earth ! I can hear

music all the twenty four hours of the day and

never feel weary. It is this secret which the radio

artists appear to have conquered, but if music is

given to us of the quality as it is administered i.e

trash of Hir and Laily then another

will soon be incarnated



xn the gilt-edged secur

I Is it not a wonder to

our

a music

and begining at

Painti is a circle, rather circles

how can we lose sight of the
at the heart of creation which is

ssed in world and its rhythms.

I have often wondered why the orbit of
the earth is not a complete circle i e. why is it an
ellipse ? This is because the earth, has two for-

ces centri petti and cfntri-fugal and the combi-

I these is the ellipse. For a similar reason,

a sphere but an oblate sphere

comp-

true to

!• I have discussed this subject

booklet (Nur Bur)
|p|

the Idea it

at length in a s

(which see), but it is enough to state that the

circular siellar spheres are congealed first Children

of the Primal-Rhythm, and their equivalent in our
language-world is poetry not prose.

Why the whole of the Guru Granth is in

poetry and not in prose will be evident to those
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who are rich in mystic equipment, Poetry uplifts

us, elevates us, melts us, wheels us, waltz us round

and round in the beloved company of the Supr-

me Self !,0, if only we could cfatch those Strains

ajid dance to its Music ! O, if only we c

the goddess of Music of whom there are as

children as rhythms conceivable ^gig] ^^13

uatw wm »## li)
i e - ad ™finitum

Music comes to us like Orpheus of old and it

gives us new life, even old ashes and dead bones

spring back tolife I

But this is not an essay on Music or Poetry,

it is on the Paintt. That is true, but we will

if we consider it

like all other A to Z Alphabets; no it

7 x 5, of Time

element. This is so, because to ignore

it is to turn all gold-in- us into dross, to turn the

Milton-in-us into our Shakespeare ! A commercial

world may like blank verse but I like the roun-

ded verse, the God-chanted rhythm which is as

round as the earth, as the sun itself ! But not all

rhymcdverse is gold, even as all diat sparkles
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not gold. Gold is gold, and dross is dross,

verse is good enough, expressive

enough, but it is only the rhymed-

to and sung in accomp-

it is that which is t

m pf poetry.

en the goal is

near, we mze m tune

°r else we are out of the Chorus—else we may be
spectators bat not choristers 1 Professor Muir
tells us in his above quoted book of the "Decline

of Greece" and Sprenglar tells in the "Decline of
Europe'

f

of a similar catastrophe that overtakes

every culture at one stage. Does it not come to

this that at that stage all springs of poetry, the

ambrosia of heart are frozen and there remains

the cold, ice cold current of prose—as frorr,

le (Plato being: a golden

The Gurus sang, the Guru
the Guru's heart out-poured Nectar in music

in naught else—Music that was first wedded to

the pavfic-Rabab of Mardana, but then rung in

tune with the battle drum; the Ran, it Najarr

ofSri Guru Gobind Singh. It was Moliere,! think,



who said, "Give me
uest will follow (to reproduce the essence of his

*talk, Fortunately we have these refrains in Gklndi

Ki War and other literature of Guru Gobind

Singh—it is a veritable translation of Sanj4ya and

Dhritrashtra from the plat form of spectacle to

that of the battle-field where Arjan and the

mighty Bhima are in the thick of war, where

trumpets resound and the guns roar and thunder

and blood stir in purple stream of joy

—

yea, it is translation from the Gian-Khand to

Karam Khand of Sri Japjee. It is wrong to

think that Gyan begins and ends

nectar,

on the other. Does it ever strike us that our

hardest letter is the last letter of the

It is as hard as ac

how few know that this letter more

other letter is used to sweeten the other inverte-

brate letters; it starches them up, gives them life,

and consciousness, all its own Compare,

le, the word flmjirfl and
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and ^ (the softest Vowels) are enstar-

chened with this hardest and last consonant

to read Q^j and f«—an agglomeration

of the 'softest with the hardest, of gold ^and

platinum on our 'Parker '-pens II stress this here,

especially, as some soft-collared souls appear to th-

ink that Ahimsa— (Non-voilence)is the be- alle

and end all of Ijfe, this is true to a considerable

extent but this is not the lesson which Biology

for instance teaches us, which portrays to us life

as a constant struggle, as a constant mobile equili-

brium, between warring elements: Kata-bolism.

into Meta-bolism.

voilence when its

waves in the air and nods its head and even

ence both to the shell and yielding

then gives it the required ground- This is why af»

ter Gyan Khand (yes after s©-Calied enlightment
as considered to be the end of old) there comes
the Karam Khand of the Jap ji , and of which
the best word picture is the Geeta, but as this
is more a word picture than anything else it is the
life drama of Sri Guru G}bind Singh Ji (and of
Jesus Christ on the altar and the prophet
Mohammed out of his home) that appeals to
.me most, for Guru Gobind Singh calls this body
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S3 tSSftpl ftraj—potsherd broken at the head

of the Emperor of DeLii ! The same is true of

His own blessed Self, of His children and of
those whbm He constituted in his ,image; "the

Khaisa". I, therefore, attach the greatest

importance to this mixing up of the (ome^a)

to the first Q (Om or Alpha) in us—thus alone

can true Metabolism of Life: i. e the Karam-khanc
can be evolved.

Alphabets of the Almighty must be

differentiated from the Alphabet Almighty

("UcJH Wfcfl) f°r the former can be engaged an J

expressed by any known Alphabet—but the

Alphabet Almighty goes a step further and stirs

in us, dirc;tly and substantively the4

rich remi-

Jniscences of our Heavenly Origin ! How does it

do so I It does so by the 1

it as I :

of 5 7, which the Periodic Table imitates in

its own way. We may call it 1 cv s agri, if we

like* as the two are practically one—the Painti

of Gurmukhi being a perfect codification, where

as the Dev Nagri overflows into cognate shades

of sound— but to all intents and purposes the

two are one— I like the way in which
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the balance and thus seven Pentads = 35 are

made an indivisible and integral whole, which

Dev-nagri neither attempts to do, nor does.

However, that is a minor difference

I have tried to show that in this alphabet,

there are significant resemblances ( are they a

chance or there is something hidden below

them ? ) between the location of letters and our

body centres. Of these letters, S W H have
been referred to already above, then the letter S

corresponds to H^R (inbreathing) on which

our life depends; 3 with our <T5, the next cen-

ter of our in take i.e. the mouth; W. corresponds

with ^<5 (throat-plexus ? ); it with our or

<3K3t??>J tj wjtn our f$3 which is sometimes

pictured as stationed in S or ( breast )

—

this homology is developed further in extens^

in the Gurmukhi portion of the Introduction.

Wo need not attach much importance to this

stray chain of coincidences but if we string them
ler, we get an image of the Supreme

with these letters as His Organ Centres !
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But let us be very clear about the above syobnv
lism lest instead of its being useful it may act

as another vejl which, it is the object of this

Preface to remove. What is that I It is this,

these letters like alj other symbolism* ( including

idol worship ) are like the Dark Caves of which

Plato'speaks—we must look through them to

the Light that trickles from behind them—and
there is not one but two caves in which we are

Jon is the

cave,

animating agencies, which is not s

as the last, but is stiii dark and vaporous €

to suffocate our soul—and last of all comes the
,

open expanse of the ahdi-atwiic Light which is

the end-all and be-all of the Painti, and all other

creation. All Painties are at first enveloped in

smoke, the dark clouds of the morning, then

comes the red, sun-kissed Usha, but even this is

a mixture of light and darkness, and last of all

of Spirit, where the vac, the Old
inthorned on the chariot of gold,

at is the sun !

These letters are as a matter of fact like



pass their nights, but
had to stir up aud buckle up their gii

serai is not our home; it is a temporary

stage.. These are thus
1

no less the 35 ha,

stages of the Ved Vak or Gurbani—it is better

to have fewer halting stages than too* many; for
this reason a Painti (35) appeals to me more
than a Bawan Akhri. But, it will be said why
on the same line Si-harfi (Urdu) or 26 lettered

>et (as English) should not be better

still. From business point

irable but the

its rhythm and

. leteness,

the maze of points which distresses

pass through such point lettered

they not like thorns with which
studded ? Is this not one of the reasons why a

stenographer rarely dots even his Vowels and
why so few fast writers dot their ! and cross

their t I Pointification is necessary sometimes,

but it is more often a break than an ornament.

Be that as it may an alphabet has in it a flow of

we
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which comes to us automatically through the

nose. So far as I know, not one of the punjabi

up with a 'point'—it is true

lu to express

to K K etc, ' I do not ol

this will be necessary for

This will be always necessary for busi-

ness use and for transliteration and has been

adopted not only in Punjab! but even in (Dev

Nagri, Hindi) which has no sounds of as in G
though otherwise complete and Panjabi has ado-

pted therefore the same.

Nor am I enamoured: of this, as pointed

letters become brittle and twang bitterly at times

in our ears whereas a Dev-Nagri has to be

the Panj-Tj

!

dashes (and these have been ac _

they not like "erratics" which come giacier*iik:e

from fields and beds that are foreign to a Per-

fect Alphabet, if that is the object in view ! As
a flower developes it casts off its bud-leaves so

when a perfect language develops it casts off

all tails and appendages such as points.

I am sometimes amused to be told that this

Painti was not evolved by the First but by
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the Second Guru. Is that true ?

I am emphatically of the opinion that this

}s not so; for if you read the Patti written by
the first Master in Sri Guru Granth,you will find

all these letters—this cannot be possible until

He had evolved the medium of writing- If it

were possible to get the original pothis auto-

written by the Masters, I dare say, that the lotus

Writing of our First Master will be therein Gur*
mukhi. But even if such historical material is

can deny the internal evidence

can this

ise I

lan of Jupiter ? The Master mind
who wrote the Japji used but one point
(Tippi). {Bindi is not so much a point as a

stroke which has been used—and even that for

nasal sound and not .otherwise.) I think it is a

sign of a Master-Mind to be able to avoid points

and other appendages (as ® and 1 in double

consonants . I think it was the master mind of

Faizi who could write the whole of his Mag,mm
Opus without a single point \ That is then

another proof of the Master-Mind that was

working on the Japji. This is not to say that

the Secod Guru could not do this, but when
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for it. The Bani of the Second Guru is, it will

be seen is microscopic compared with that of the

First Guru. ,There is one more reason wich
shows to me who is the Author of this Alpha-
bet. The letters of Gurmukhi are not all like

Sanskrit, as it is sometimes stated, some are more
Sarda characters of Kashmir— these re.semb-

will be evident from the comparative

best of the then current

abets with suitable innovations where necessary.

The First Master had travelled far and wide

—

in the East and the West, the North and the

South and hence He was in a better position to

give a homogeneous and perfect Painty to

Mother India as He was true Patriot-Pro-

phet. Is not the Masters' language also a "Perfect

Blend—before the Great Moghal attempted this

i. e. of Hindi and Persian
—

'Urdu* before Urdu

and Hindustani—before the authors of the

Wardha Scheme attempted this ! It was indeed

iis which brings

same platform the sweat bulbul of deserts i

Farid, with the Cobbler-Saint of East and the

arch Weaner of Benares, with trads-Vindhyan
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bam of Nam Dev, and others. Guru Nanak
more languages than one : the

mi and sweat-scented Sindhi (as

as); He speaks the crystal

L-i-Noor crysl

Strains of melody, and finally i~>oth Sanskrit

and Prakrit ( as in Sanskriti Shloks) and Punjabi

is engrafted on to Persian (as in Rag Tilang)—But
(and this is most important) these are variations

which only vary the current and the majestic

flow of His mind is undoubtedly Hindus-

tani i e. Ail-India Language ! AParm Akhri (Per-

fect Language) must be a language snch as to suit all

this He atten>

It is

Lit about this s^

ler all the Bants in One cover. This is

true if it relates actually to consolidation, but

if it is undetstood to mean that the process

began with the fifth Guru then it is obviously

wrong—for if you read the Shloks of Farid

and of Kabir you will find therein interspersed

those of Gurus previous to theFifth Guru, where-

in they are giving their own Viewpoints i. e.
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etc. This could not be possible unless th ore-p

cess of assimilation began with the First Guru

himself who set an example in this direction

and the Successors followed in the footsteps of

the Master ! A question is sometimes asked

can or
4
can not

hi ). I will in

very best, yet 1 have

fluently as at every step I find that the Zers and

Zabars defeat me; y may be long or short and

we never know which and there are several oth-

er impediments like this in short it can never

supplant Punjabi. We must read the master

minds in their own Alphabets if we are after

getting the unadulterated Nectar of Spirit and so

to understand the Master-Minds whose Word is

enshrined in Guru Granth Sahib (and these are

over twenty) we must

no othei

i. e. its perfect anc

and other complications. It is the

the easiest of all Alphabets which

can be read in a day or two. Even as Roman
transcription cannot enable us to read the Vedas

or Tulsi Ramayna, so Urdu fails us to

read the Bani. The rhythm is lost, the charm is



!6St, and the spetl is broken in the maze of points

and . zers and zabars and

us in our

it as the current coin !

( and here is a big But} as soon as you

yourself to Urdu, you are willy-nilly diverted to

the literature which starting with Iqbal or Hali

.

ends somewhere with Hafiz find Roomi. 1 have

followed both of these tracks, their common plat-

form is Urdu and th*t is their intersecting point

as well bifurcation,Now what struck me most was

this ! In all Indian literature from the Vedas

down to the Siri Guru Gianth, the Supreme Per'

son is He the Pirmatrni, all other souls are . His

brides in the making—but read it at the other

it were I This is not the Mosaic tradition,

nor even the European line of thought,but it is.

a

characteristic of the Sufi literature. By this Ret-

roversion, I have been very much perplexed

and I do not know how to express it; a

left*handed image of a right-handed

man is good enough because, after all,

man is symmetrical and he sees himself, in hit

a mirror, but above change is I

of a positive-Drint. in which a



jbearded man looks hoary-white and vice*veTsa.

Yet, some of the finest poetry that we read in

Urdu is a reflex of this Sufi proto of type. But in

sensibly, it has led us from the high pedestal of
int and iove-spi ritual tq love-mundane of

ianjka, SaeuFunu, Sohni-Mahin*
:her love-allegories, are a pro

duct. These were not permit

Guru Granth, although

current as will be evident from their reference, n

Bhai Gurdas—a contemporary,

the Eastern ideal is wholly different—we can
never brook the idea ofJemahsing our Maker l

We have Devis (Lakshmis and Parbatis etc) but

these are always secondary and auxiliary to

Supreme God Who over towers them all. At
the back of all i£ the old Idea-never really old-

that we can find the Supreme One in exactly the

same way as a bride finds the bridegroom i. e.

and 3§)-by 'fear' i

cast out

to follow, not to precede

therly their sweet combination ! Is this

with Sufi attitude of mind ? Possibly not, as we

never fear females of which the reverse is quite

true ! This, however is not all. The gieatest dan-

ger, as I conceive, is the drift from spiritual



a Romeo
•—this is

Cinemas

the mundane i. e. on this Inclined Plane

! How many
the

yet, all speak of their "lady-love

talks of Juliet—but this is not Religion

sensualism unadulterated, of which

and Talkies are so full !-—It is, there, where the

danger lies I The supreme value of a perfe-

ct script becomes a matter of secondary impor'

tance, when a court language is under discussion*

not when the spirit. Nor can I brook that matters

which are of the greatest moment to us, in this

brief span of three score years and ten, sh

in

The Myth method is the old Indian met

It i3 also old European method. Compare

the myth of Hercules whose labours are well

known to the 'Miracles' of Sri Krishna whose

whole life from the cradle to the grave is a galaxy

of Incandescent Incidents—from the stealing of

butter to the whirling round of Sudershan Ch*

akar, when Dropadi was in danger, not to men*

uon the Ras-lila which is explained in more

one by ardent devotees of Sri



ideal wife, whose brother: Lakshman is an ideal

>,—but even here, when we reach the

Sugriva Eagle, and Jamawant bear

Hanuman
value-not to speak of'Kak-Bhusand'fcrow

incarnate)who defies all dissolution 1 All may noc

be so detained but at least the scientific readers

are ! This is why attempt is made now to substi-

tute'Bawdar^monkeyJby 'Banar
r

(Dravidianrace?)!

although change in this one word may be possible

by stretch of imagination, but what about others ?

the ten-headed Ravana, Garud, Bali etc ! No; we
m

gee) in section relating to the Bible. This Miracle-

language is as old as the Drama itself; it is as

much in Sankuntla of Kalidas as it is in some of

the .
Passion-plays of Medieval Europe \ How

a necessity fearing lest whole

•yed by some cataclysm—but now the

5 solved that danger, and even if
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original manuscripts are somehow destroyed yet

copies by millions exist of all holy Bibles. Hence
there is no longer much necessity to revert to the

Myth-methqcl of imparting old Lore. It is

for this very reason that the ba*ni of Miran
Bai was not brought on to the pure Bir of the

Fifth Guru, although its adulterated copy (Khari

Copy) has one hymn. Why ? Because all bani of

Miran Bai is couched in the phraseology of Sri

Krishna. The method of our Master wat
Nirankari'Orxe i. c. not of putting veils, of

myths, which all myths wear and interwear,

but the Direct method of Bhakti and First-Hand

communion unclothed. As far as I can see Sri

Guru Nanak first made the attempt to impart

the thick curtain of

the paramount need for imparting

all instruction—at least religiousone—through the

Mother Tongue for without the mother tongue

wisdom remains shallow-rooted as humble
grass standing by the majestic deodars !

O mother Tongue, thou art my Gurdevi—my
mother and my mother-in.law ! Come and down-
pour thyself into my breast even as silvery

flakes of snow clothe, in whites the murrer pines



the Father of hills: the mighty Shiva—the

in Peace eternal A in Himalayan majesty!

of Shakespeare ai

I know«that souiremains a pigmy and must remain

so for ever, so long as it is tied to the chariot

wheels of these foreign Caesars; I cut myself

adrift, I loosened my bonds— I returned to Thee,

O my Mother, and I sipped the Ambrosia that lie

in Thee! yea, in Thee, O Param-Akhri, for

Thou, of al!,crystalisest the Spirit, as these snow
crystals do droplets of dewmist ! O my
Mother Tongue, I was like a Prodigal-Son,

the days 1 spent away from Thy warm motherly

O

to go at a tangent to Thy blessed Orbit—

O

Mother, let them not go astray for they

not the suicide they are comitting ! O
Mother thou hast suckled me in my old age, in

uphill Himalayan tasks—Oh ! how could

I scale these heights were Thou not with me ? O
Mother ! O Mother.I feel the debt I owe Co Thee

albeit late in Iife—come let me carry Thee in

my Behangiilike the Sarwan of old, and then O
Mother thcu wilt be in front i



thee, let thou be in the back

i Behangi) I O Mother tfyou hast

Vistas which no mortal eyes can

equipped

when t

from an aeroplane of the

hast given me the parachute

O j^Mother Tongue, and I now I go where I

list; I see what I list; I say what I list ! Go ye

away from me O Dictionaries and Lexicous of

foreign languages, O Mother, come let me lisp thy

sweet Lullaby which Guru
bNanak sang to me—the

tongue which sister Nanaki spake, which father

Kalu used when he beslappad Nanak doing

Khara-saudi ! O Sweet Panjabi, of thee

bulbul-tongued Bullah warbles, of the Warns-

wants tomy own
sing my Ghor-v,

Tongue, O come to me in sparklets

that thou art I O Vac-Mother pardon me I went
into the whirl pool of foreign languages, I was
well nigh drowned—thou earnest to my help and
I get out I O foreign tongues, ye are, to me
now like Kaikeyis determined to dethrone me,
for ever and ever more !—How few know this

until alas ! they beflounder in the moor
! O mother tongue,
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come to me.come to all ofmy country-men and let

them have a new lease of Life, which thou alone

canst give ! In India (fortunately or unfortunately)

language hut ci melee of

to use

not to

at an anna each and we
to leave ! And the tr<

that we get the Japan-brand of lanf

cheaper than the Mother Tongue it self ! O, the

Mother-of-mothers: Gurbini
t

mayest thou

never desert me in my predicaments, as thou

never dost—for (and this is most important) thou

are the medium through which Grace- divine

not to say tl

I have a

languages,as I am rich in recollections of what Iread

here and there and every where—but now I know
that the Vehicle of Grace is the Mother Tongue

and no other ! Is it not for this reason I call thee

as Param-Akhnri (Perfect Alphabet) ? for that

thou veritably art. Even as the Philosphers'

Stone turns all it touches into gold so dost thou



(I am present)

ac death-bed— i. e. what he had

learnt as a school boy. My first schooling was

.not in a Male tab or even a school, but a gurdwara

which was opposite to my house (fof the ideal is

to have a gurdwara in each lane, if not in each

house) ! There i read this Gurmukhi. in less

than a month and who will believe me if I say

that I had finished one Path (reading) of the

Granth before I was five ! But I was soon weaned

from the gurdwara, I passed on to a pandha,*nd

then to an English school where I altogether for*

got Gurmukhi, nay I shunned Punjabi as a bull

does the red rag

—

(ovj&nd that~waT the Idea)

feared—and all that was then said was dangled

in high-flown English from an upraised platform,

as if speaker was made of a different metal

than those who heard him ! But this is a phase

through which each one of us passes, at some

time in life, that is when the hard-collar over-

takes us and we want to remain starched and

upraised on stilts. O Mother, wilt thou not pull

down these leaning Towers_xiL Pisa, as ate all

Baboos and inflated-Sardars who y\t>m\t

English :when they can easily make themtelvet



hrar<* in rh#f own mother toneuC

it not be Mid, why all this in Eng'i h, why

in Punjab} ? 0~dear reader, I do
;ht miss this Confession, for so

cogpers, or elje
i
yo^would not look at it,as some

purchaserrWould not have cash in anything but

silver or nickle—never, in dull Copper ! but i*

Gurmukhi (or forch.it matter Punjabi) Copper ?

No, quite the reverse, it is Gold, more, it is

Phiiospher's Stone to me—and so is, I am sure,

Bengali to a Tagore, or Ahmedabadi to a

Gandhi—but we know this too late in life !

Alas ! then, we are too
(

much

to be able to do anything ui

poison of a

upon us that we can not live without this alco*

holic drink of a foreign tongue; "BuT everT

tTTerTin our sober mood we feel the thrill, the

joy, the enthusiasm, when fi r is recited to us,

and we feel as if we are not behatted-AnglO"

Indian but Ranjkas> each one of us, who lived

and loved the mother-language in which he sang

his lyrics and wooed his sweet heart ! O Mother

Tongue, thou art verily like Drops of Nectar—

I

jnay be without food and raiment, but never, no



the %breath of my
! O Curmukhi

!

There is yet one
after this foifejcxj^ipjhabet (and

Guru Nanak introduced

a .flourish of high blown trumpets and arrogant

words— it is verily a reflex of the crystal-clear,

chaste and meek Master mind i.e. Nanak's !

it is that mould in which the Master wants to

mould all his disciples. Is that not one of the

reasons, why hard brittle, point-plussed-letters

s»*e verity a taboo in this literature. Even as

the shawlas (projections) of our turbans are

icantof starched mentality, so

starched letters have points which our

, and that sci

one way by which stiff-necked I;

ennobled and meekened. There were
devices too which are used to sub-serve the

purpose which reveal themselves to you, at

every step. Read the Sanskrit word i or(fe«jf );

when you read it in Punjabi you find it as

fc31§, why t The first word £ is unnatural

the intonating lips; change it into and



we feel when an angular com nodityinour pocket

is rounded up and re-introduced. This is why

all medical instruments have rounded Curves and

no sharp angles. In the,olden days when purity

of words was considered to be a greater desider-

atum, then the original intonations may have

| to call old word in

!

pebbles so charecteristic* of the

i. e. foothills are succeeded by

boulders ! The reverse is the case when we come
down the stream of time; hence the Sanskrit

at

such as WM| (swambhu) are rounded up

process

a much
wise ( This melting and mellowing of foreign

hard words is a process that is still going on in

the sweet Punjabi (Compare Bhasha = Bhakha
mars:

in which 'hard-coins* melt and become
golden and—rnolt£nsinetaL^ Those who are

rue this; 'tendency by
, which

might call



ic anti-acceptible 'clipping', but they mijht as

the Ganges to preserve

boulders which it merci*

s is not only true of the
Sanskrit words assimilated in Punjabi but of

(for instance 5^ becomes

m,OTJ and ^w\j = jpj} W%W%

88) This is not a tendency towards devolu-
tions (or deterioration) as it is sometimes
wrongly called.it is the Golden Path of conglome-
ration and agglutination—see the conglomirate
rocks, they have rounded constituents, .and

never angular ones ! And it is on .synthesis, such

as this that common Culture langtfage of India

can be built, a process which is already well on
its way in the great all-India Bible which Nanak
and his successors brought into existence !

iere a question arises: were the original

of Nam-Dev and Kabir and Rama-Nand,

in

and evened out a

before "a"

foreign words

the Bible of the



t Pead Kabir

is and its

India. What is th

Ji's Bani in the Granth
equivalant form in the
luns. may read that the moulding and
ing process is at work throughout, p„ s

must it be true of the 6ani of Jai Dev
how masteWull is the deft proctss cfTrtis'c
moulding in the hands of great Guru Arjan
The tact remains that in this Guru Granth

a gieat cultural Synthesis—even the
i is polished and sweetntd; the Hindi or

tbe 11-Bhasha element is similarly dished up,
is in particular robbed of its (nukta)

makes the trans-frontier

, so gobble-and-grunt

melting and moulding,
this rounding and this evening, is the first essen-

tial of Culture—and when a Paindu (villager's)

language becomes the literature-language, it

dots do what any goldsmith must do when he
is making out of two or more ornaments one
common bangle which the newly wedded wife
has to wear. Yea, clattering and rattling words
may be suited for the battle-field, as they are

required in a Var which the bards sing on a

battle-field, but in soul stirring hymn, all hard

coins must be replaced by pearline Dewdrops of

the Spirit! Examples ~nee3~~hot be~niuiuplied#



but these can be quoted
the language used in the Guru yr -

is neither
ftiiU^jgliiind^ IJrdu, nor Per^jan^uTa

Mind can use, assimilate and evolve. Is this not
a Perfect Language fitted to be the future lanou-
age of India and the ^liaiky^fa|^4t^
Script ? I leave it to the serious students of
philology to seriously consider, for if philologists
are keen in this direction, half of the ground is

already covered. Did not the researches of
Orientalist* such as Max-Muller prepare the way
for the acceptance of Swastika for the Pan-
Aryan-movement ? Even so let the

over this Svmhcsising-J^a
pronounce their dictum !

Why is it that in Punjab more than in any

other country or in any province of India* this

blending an4inxerlccking process has been at

work I This is so7Tie3irrs
_

enilce~the Balkans, In"

Europe (and on a much grander scale than

that), Punjab has been the first door-mat of

India, then its battle field and lastly its great

Melting Pot, a process which has been at work

ever since the Aryans came to this land

military or

personalities—Budha,

towering

Asoks, and their sif&if?



Filter down which

equipment. The Punjab is, unererore, pre,

eminently fitted, by its past history,as it is by its

martial qualities, to be in the forefrout of this

Synthesis which Inflia so much needs. Indeed
by this desideratum the fewer the elements of

the Alphabet, and the greater the elasticity of

the diction as is evidenced by rounding-jp
process, the more competent it is to become the

Perfect Language not only of India, but which

is the requisite of an International Language*

You find the same process of rounding at work

even in Englishjanguage where the Greek

are

at work in

are dropped,as in psalm = (sam).

Lest we might be deceived and take

brass for gold,the process of Cultural As iimilation

is quite the reverse of telegraphic'clipping which

is at work, for instance, in the course of time

—

the latter is unconseious rounding up of elements

of language, the former process is conscious

alteration of foreign words, and it is this which
the great Guru adumbrated and consummated.
The self-same ceonscious-uig is needed to dayJ



Even as the pruning of trees produces prolific

herd of branches, so has it done in Punjabi,

compare, for instance the following crop of

words from one and the same pruned-word

CJBH becoming »rcrrg qg^ ftg, ^
etc. all of which are different words-shades of

different meaning, for being, steadfastly poised

in one's own place. Similarly take the word

tffc, which becomes |gpj| tfi, rl^lfft^^,

#8% iflTO. tftur, tflfgW: a§ain take the word

tJA ' <S ,
which becomes fap*iT?5, tTC, welt* 1*.

fflS^, tP^ ?n*fr ABA Similarly we have cRH

I, cTTO, cFOT, 33<JB

The same cannot be said of inelastic

words, which are so angular as to. be

to any process of moulding or

us compare this process to

lat we see around us in winter, when Snow-

icicles, melt, or coalesce or congeal, all. into one

homogeneous whole, but take the frigid icicles,

and stalacmites of ice, they neither mix up, nor

coalesce, rather they sunder, shear and pierce.

Even so, the languages, which developed in their

sweet isolation, were star-fish like i. e. icicura/
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like the needles of conifers, each self-contained

self-centred, whereas the palm-leaf fibre is

an

is inconsonance with the down-

word process of gravity whereby, as in a river bed

boulders are succeeded by pebbles, and finally

by sand—the dew drops of mono-syllabic words,

which we find in the milken Punjabi, as we do

in old English, which is reverse of the tendency,

we find in Sanskrit, or even in Germany today,

where sometimes one word fills up a whole line.

tains, you find one side (the

of snow, so also the sunny, sides of the

words are'particularly devoid of malformations

or ^outgrowths. Take for instance the word

1^ of this the first or shady side has still the

of R (a) added to \| ( = \r) but the

%r is charactristically free (of m);

compare also XF&l&p with Sanskrit Iflffiffify

IpSHl with WEW^}} IpftriRWMi vvith

p ~WVRR3t BHH7 p. few*-

(Tanhya of Pali). This is a

the way for
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i. e.step in the direction of Cultural Symbiosism

foreign words coalesced.

V
Of lace, a tendency has bcm u^er-most.

in the minds of the Sikh Intelligentsia to

very simillar to Panani codifying the grammar of

struck to music i. e. in the hoary past,

while this is good, over emphasis on grammar is

a process which is sub-versive of the main trend

of the Guru Granth, which is above all in

simplicity and easy comprehensibility. A similar

process was at work in the years which followed

yedic research when all reccurrent words were

assorted and reasserted, as they are sorted in

post offices, and this was done in the hope that

by so doing intricate shades of meanings might

be divulged by juxtaposition, of bringing together

of similar Verses, fhe same process is still at

and the process might repeat itself at

This is, in my opinion, an overdoing

of research—it implies scholarship and labour

and nothing more than that. Those who want

to catch the "Ataman" by this linguistic method



are like those who want to

—the Spirit is, elusive

water in a sieve

ar may be helpful in certain respects,

it cannot go all the* way and do away with the

method which the hymns inculcate L e. 'Simran

nr.dstthakti. Too much emphasis on words has

been rather the curse of even Sanskrit scholar-

ship which is responsible for different schools

of interpretation of the Vedas, dopending on

connotation of words; it may lead us into simi-

lar whirlpools here. Fortunately the bulk of the

readers content themselves with

own
are usesui aids, but

listance. The same can

not oe saia of the grammar school which is do*

ing very useful and valuable work—but, (and it

is this -which is important), grammar is but

a hand-maid, not the bride of religion, and it

should always be regarded in that light, lest our

attention be diverted from the major item

to minor philological issues.

(i
I have seen stringed together i as in



helpful to connected

us very near

chanting of word

reading but they

I

leave ^mueh, of the rest to intuition to step in and

fill in the interstices which our intellect has left

un-filied, nor can prevision help us, for to anti-

cipate results is like mesmeiic pass or hypnotic

suggesion to get what one desires. On the other

hand, the little will has to be anchored to the

Supreme-Will, which process is fecundated and

fostered by the elusive- Name,to capture Which

is the burden of Guru Granth: Yea, to conquer

This otherwise unconquerable bstacle—called as

tlTOV WTO W&tF, WR-BMP, arid by

similar other phraseology ! O Nam, how can I

describe Thee ? Thou art like unto the Dew-drop

Heaven at night, which :

art like unto the Manna which

were hungry and thirsty, in

of soul ! thou art like the flakes of snow that

fall down when the upper stratum is fully

saturated—with what ? With our intensely acute

yearning * which produces within us the

Clouds of the Spirit, to burst into the



Nectar-shower for which we thirsted ! O Nam,
emanation of mind» as also ft

same; thy place is not in wbat is

initiated, accumulated* as a

and then discovered, not without, but within!

O, Nam World which lies buried in us like the

Atlanta of old ! slowly dost Thou lift Thy head,

even as is stated, the Himalayas did from the

Lake that submerged them until they reared their

head higher than other mountains ! O the Almi-

ghty elusive Spirit, how can I describe Thee, who
can describe Thee ? O Ineffable Nam !

Yes, Thy instrument is not perccption'but apper-

ception ! Thy Weapon is not budhi as sidhi, not

reason but intuition (i. e. intuition) under'

standing from Within. Thou Thyself dost clear

the jungle from Thine way, even as a

and

where near the equator of, inflated egotism I

O Nam, Thou Thyself Thy own measure ! Lest,

we forget, Thou art not the seven-coloured

spectrum which we see in the rains, Thou art

the composite, white synthesised Light which is

an indivisible Entity, until it is split up by the

Prism of the Maya which has three Curias as its



three sides, Hence,Thine place is not in gramars,

much less in diffused intellect—rather, it is in

concentrated and enlightened mind, objective

brought about by "Siwirtm" done in a quiet

place j as in the ambrosial hour 0/ the day dawn 1

Thou comest like a Pin Point which slowly

widens out* until all time and space and all the

world, made and yet to be made, are enveloped

and introverted within Thee I Ha, the great

are lop-sided and ill-equipoised,

perhaps. But Thou dost come, when Grace

ordains, when slowly Thou comest and actest

like into a Ferment, slowly enleavening and

enlivening and quickening the whole body, mind

and soul*when lo ! an earthly is transfigured and

becomcst as one VJew^born—born in Spirit.

Let us be very clear. It dawns as a

New Horizon of thought, as we rise up the

Himalayas of obstructions and clogging impede

Lasr butus and takes us by storm as it

not least, it has certitude all its <

a possession which once got can never be got

rid off or lost or ignored,as it is



which runs through all Beads of Time even ii

the silken string does through neeklace beads.

It is said of the sages of old,

eame to •A seer and asked him
metwhat is Atman" I The master kept

repeated his query I 1 he Master

when the query was pushed

home again, when the Master said, "Verily I

tell you but you do not understand !'The Master ,

was trying to teach him rhat Atman is Grea

Silence f that is true—but not quite true; as I

conceive Nam is not quieseaht, silent possession,

when It comes It comes like a Herculiean Urge,

kwOLO, as it is called,the Poetic Impulse-impera-

tive,and then It spills out in all directions in B'ani.

in word uttered or sung or written! it is any

over-1

it It touches ! Ha !the glory of Its irf

Hues 1 Ha 1 the lustrous sheen which comes out

of It like radium-Phosphorescence unendingly

uneffortly, for it is the highest-most, uppermost

Level,whcre all is rest, all is in Eternal Equipoise,

the Sahaj, as it is called. This Sahaj is as poles

asunder from quiescence or Sun (jjS) ™ ™<™n

tbose who are novices in Spirit piao-



5, is the fruit and
concomitant of intense application, of Simr:n
combind with assimilation of the Gurbani—res-

ponsive assimilation, as it is that which throws
the cords of out1 heart in sympathetic vibration.

Hence the need,the greatest need,for reading the

Bani of the Master who lived «and lived perma-
nently at that Stratum of the Spirit. I have read

many a scripture, practically all, but it is my own
feible,ahe Guru Granth which opened the Casket

—

because it was my mother-tongue the master

key of the Spirit. I have some time imagined to

myself the chaos that would have supervened
had not Nanak done for Punjabi, what Kabir
did for the United, Provinces. We could not go
back to Sanskirt, that was like Ganges or Jamna
going back to Mansarovar, But as Stevenson
tells us: 'There is no going in the impetuous stre-

am of life/*—Yea, there is no going back. And,
if we come forword,we could not find that Amb-
rosia in English either—hence, Punjab would

• have become another desert of the soul, a catas-

trophe which imagination reels to picture or to

canjure i. e. if Nanak were not born.

Nanak did what was the pressing need of
the time—of all times. He welded the East and
West, the Persian and Prakirt, in one exquisite
Harmonius Whole i. e. His Param-Akhri. I

might briefly repeat what I consider the outstan-
ding characteristics of this

1

'Perfect Language". It

can not be a Virgin because whatever may be
said of Virgin ladies, this is not true of language,
which must be fecundated and must flower forth
and fruiten—in other words.cultural contact and
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assimilation is its first essential. Secondly it must
be simple,- sweety and short-cut i. e. more
mono syllabic 'then Otherwise. .Thirelly,

it... must
:

be: _ symphonious , a
'

' fountain '"had

of music ^na!''mbYement
; which its

?

eta^ticity

and flexibility facilitate'. Lkstly, it mhst 45e austere-

which it! apprqches the Bani-prima'l in all irs

pristine, 'pearly 'glory—oT which. it3 r Alphabet is

a good index. These Qualifications thou' pbssesset

?re^eiriihentIy,(3GuX^^ art richest treasure

ofiNahl y But lite' t^uran Bha^at tHbu hast been
east ,into 'trhe" Well by a step mother! O, the lo'v-

liest af all lovely languages/ 1 love thee,
1 because

thou art silvery,sweet and sun4cissed 1 I love thee

r
ever gay, ever youifig-^Nb time' can

.
age xhee,.as

fihou art the very embodiment' of Life- vivacious,

spacious, tenacious, because of the Spirit that

indwells in Thee ! Thou a.t the supreme junction

"of the East and West, indeed, of &lh cultures that

have been and are in India, thou art their Mower
and Fruit: I '-.give thee to thee; alone the Crest;

which Mother India wears cm : her head. Maybe
that thou art ignored, but all the more reasons

that the prodigal sons should return to thee, like

meY -O thou, the choicest, 'sweetest, simplest most
'spiritual of all language's and letters, I bow -to

thee thou art verily': 'the Alphabet of : the

Godly Ones (of Gurmukhs)', for thar is Gur-

mnkhi. Adieu O Mother, adieu ! !! !!!


